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Foreword
Editor’s foreword
This special volume is a tribute to Amir Pnueli, and is published in his memory.
It’s been over two years since Amir, as he was called by all who knew him, passed away, and many of us have yet
to come to grips with his passing. For us, his students, colleagues, and we’d like to believe, friends, his calm and ever-
encouraging presence, acute observations, deep insights, and unassuming personality have become a source of inspiration,
a sounding board for our ideas, a home.
Much had been said about Amir. He was born in Nahalal (now, Israel) in 1941, and taught at Tel Aviv University, the
Weizmann Institute, and New York University. Amir’s research spanned numerous areas, but perhaps the largest body of it
is in the area of veriﬁcation, analysis, and synthesis of programs, with an always emphasis on the usability of the method-
ologies he developed so meticulously. He won many awards, the highlight being ACM’s 1996 A.M. Turing Award “for his
seminal work introducing temporal logic into computing science and for outstanding contributions to program and system
veriﬁcation”. It was his landmark 1977 paper “The Temporal Logic of Programs”, which was a crucial turning point in the
progress of formal methods for such systems. This paper triggered a fundamental paradigm shift in reasoning about the dy-
namic behavior of systems; the techniques it introduces have had extraordinary inﬂuence and have proved to be of lasting
value. This work has been characterized as one of the most important contributions to program veriﬁcation ever, and it set
the agenda for research and practice in the area for years to come.
Amir was a giant scientist, and an intellectual whose knowledge and areas of interest were extremely broad — music,
art, science, history, and lots more — but he was also tremendously gentle, shy, and generous. He was a friend, a man of
conversation, but ﬁrst and foremost modest and unassuming in an extreme and rare fashion.
The initiative of for publishing this volume came from the members of the IFIP Working Group 2.2 (Formal Description
of Programming Concepts), who wanted to honor the memory of a former member of their group, who was of such great
scientiﬁc calibre and a tremendously respected colleague and friend. In particular, Professor Edward Blum, the managing
editor of JCSS, proposed his help in publishing this volume as a special issue of JCSS, and we feel honored to have been
invited to serve as its special editors.
In this volume of JCSS, we invited some of his close colleagues to contribute articles in areas close to Amir’s research.
Indeed, three of the articles here are based on work that was done in collaboration with him. We are deeply grateful to
the authors who contributed to this volume, and we warmly thank the reviewers for their work. The process of soliciting
the papers and getting them to be actually submitted, and the reviewing process of the originals and the revisions, was
quite lengthy, and for this we apologize to the authors. We wished we could have published this special volume sooner. But
mainly, we wish we never had to publish it in the ﬁrst place. Amir’s passing is a terrible loss to us all.
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